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A b s tra c t
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Radiometer (MODIS) is the primary instrument in the NASA Earth Observing System for monitoring 
the seasonality of global terrestrial vegetation. Estimates of 8-day mean daily gross primary produetion (GPP) at the 1 km spatial resolution 
are now operationally produeed by the MODIS Eand Seienee Team for the global terrestrial surfaee using a produetion effieieney approaeh. 
In this study, the 2001 MODIS GPP produet was eompared with sealed GPP estimates (25 km^) based on ground measurements at two 
forested sites. The ground-based GPP sealing approaeh relied on a earbon eyele proeess model run in a spatially distributed mode. Eand eover 
elassifieation and maximum annual leaf area index, as derived from Eandsat ETM+ imagery, were used in model initiation. The model was 
driven by daily meteorologieal observations from an eddy eovarianee flux tower situated at the eenter of eaeh site. Model simulated GPPs 
were eorroborated with daily GPP estimates from the flux tower. At the hardwood forest site, the MODIS GPP phenology started earlier than 
was indieated by the sealed GPP, and the summertime GPP from MODIS was generally lower than the sealed GPP values. The fall-off in 
produetion at the end of the growing season was similar to the validation data. At the boreal forest site, the GPP phenologies generally agreed 
beeause both responded to the strong signal assoeiated with minimum temperature. The midsummer MODIS GPP there was generally higher 
than the ground-based GPP. The differenees between the MODIS GPP produets and the ground-based GPPs were driven by differenees in the 
timing of FPAR and the magnitude of light use effieieney as well as by differenees in other inputs to the MODIS GPP algorithm—daily 
ineident PAR, minimum temperature, and vapor pressure defieit. Ground-based sealing of GPP has the potential to improve the 
parameterization of light use effieieney in satellite-based GPP monitoring algorithms.
© 2003 Elsevier Ine. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Anthropogenic influences on the global earbon eyele 
include direct CO2  emissions to the atmosphere assoeiated 
with combustion of fossil fuel, as well as indirect effects 
mediated by the biospheric cycling of earbon (Sehimel, 
1995). Notably, human-induced land eover change and land 
use change produce large sources and sinks o f earbon 
(Houghton, 1999). Furthermore, increasing atmospheric
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-541-737-5043; fax: +1-541-737- 
1393.
E-mail address: david.tumer@oregonstate.edu (D.P. Tumer).
concentrations of CO2  and pollutants such as ozone, along 
with atmospheric deposition of nitrogen and sulfur, are 
altering earbon uptake by gross primary produetion and 
earbon release by autotrophie and heterotrophie respiration. 
Interannual variation in regional (e.g. Nemani et ah, 2002) 
and global climate, and a global trend towards climate 
warming— most likely driven by the rising concentrations 
of greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2001)— are also strongly mod­
ifying the earbon eyele. To understand the relative magni­
tude of these various factors, it will be important to monitor 
critical components of the biospheric earbon eyele at re­
gional and global scales (Running et ah, 1999).
The Moderate Imaging Speetroradiometer (MODIS) sen­
sor was designed in part for that purpose and global
0034-4257/$ - see front matter © 2003 Elsevier Ine. All rights reserved, 
doi: 10.1016/j .rse.2003.06.005
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estimates o f 8-day gross primary produetion (GPP) and 
annual net primary produetion (NPP) at the 1 km spatial 
resolution are now being produeed operationally (Running, 
Thomton, Nemani, & Glassy, 2000). Both GPP and NPP 
estimates require validation with ground-based measure­
ments. NPP is perhaps more direetly relevant to earbon 
eyele analysis but validating only NPP is undesirable 
beeause the MODIS NPP produet is ealeulated as the 
differenee between GPP and autotrophie respnation (Ra). 
The MODIS GPP and Ra algorithms both rely upon remote 
sensing but in very different ways and eaeh algorithm needs 
to be investigated. In this study, an initial evaluation of the 
MODIS 2001 GPP produet is made by eomparing MODIS 
GPP estimates with ground-based GPP estimates over 25 
km^ areas at a northern hardwoods forest site and a boreal 
forest site.
The MODIS GPP algorithm employs a light use effi- 
eieney approaeh (Running et al., 2000). GPP is estimated 
for eaeh 1 km^ eell for eaeh day o f the year by first 
determining the absorbed pbotosyntbetieally aetive radiation 
(APAR). The ineident PAR and the fraetion o f PAR that is 
absorbed by the vegetation (FPAR) determine APAR. Then 
produet is multiplied by a GPP light use effieieney (Sg), in 
terms o f g C M J^ \  to get daily GPP. FPAR for eaeh 1 km 
eell is based on the speetral refleetanees deteeted by the 
MODIS sensor (Myneni et al., 2002). The daily Sg is based 
on a biome-speeifie maximum (Sgmax) derived from a 
lookup table and modified by sealars (0 -1 ) assoeiated with 
a daily minimum an temperatine and vapor pressine defieit 
(VPD). PAR, temperature and VPD are from a data assim­
ilation General Cireulation Model (Sebubert et al., 1993) 
run at the 1° spatial resolution ( ~  100 km). The multiple 
inputs to the MODIS GPP algorithm are eaeh subjeet to 
uneertainty and requne evaluation in validation efforts.
Prospeets for validating the MODIS GPP produet are 
eonstrained by uneertainties in the measinement of GPP. 
GPP is the net effeet o f gross photosynthesis and photo- 
respiration, and is not dneetly measinable. At the annual 
time step, GPP minus autotrophie respnation (Ra) is equal 
to NPP, wbieb is dneetly measinable (Gower, Kuebarik, & 
Norman, 1999). However, the ratio o f NPP to GPP is not 
eonstant aeross plant funetional types (Amtbor, 2000) and 
sealing Ra from air temperature and ebamber measurements 
(e.g. Law, Ryan, & Antboni, 1999) is a eomplex undertak­
ing. Eddy eovarianee flux towers measure GPP indireetly 
as the differenee between net eeosystem exebange (NEE) 
and eeosystem respiration (Rg) during daylight periods 
(Goulden, Munger, Fan, Daube, & Wofsy, 1996a; Tumer 
et al., 2003). For these estimates, Rg is either sealed from 
ebamber measurements o f soil and plant respiration (Ham 
& Knapp, 1998) or from the relationship of air temperature 
to NEE during nighttime periods above a threshold frietion 
veloeity (Goulden et al., 1997). An inereasing number of 
flux tower sites are produeing GPP estimates with rele- 
vanee to validating MODIS produets (Falge et al., 2002; 
Tumer et al., 2003).
There are also issues with mismatebes in seale when 
trying to juxtapose tower-based GPPs with MODIS GPPs. 
The MODIS GPP produet is at a 1 -km spatial resolution. The 
tower-based estimates o f GPP represent a flux integrated 
over the tower “ footprint” , the size and shape o f wbieb 
depends on wind speed, wind direetion, surfaee roughness, 
and atmospberie stability (Sebmid, 2002). Thus, the footprint 
is not a fixed area and the tower is sampling a relatively small 
area eompared to MODIS produets over a given region.
An altemative approaeh to generating GPP data layers 
for validation purposes is employed in this study and relies 
on a spatially distributed earbon eyele proeess model as the 
prineipal sealing tool. Inputs o f land eover and leaf area 
index (LAI) are based on high spatial resolution remote 
sensing (Landsat ETM+), and the model is driven by daily 
meteorologieal station data. Model parameterization, eali- 
bration, and validation are based on ground measurements 
o f NPP and GPP. Beeause the model is ran at fine spatial 
resolution over a gridded surfaee and outputs are at the daily 
time step, results ean be spatially and temporally aggregated 
to mateb preeisely the spatial and temporal seale o f the 
MODIS produets. The proeess-based nature o f the sealing 
approaeh also permits investigation o f possible meebanisms 
underlying differenees between the MODIS GPPs and 
ground-based measurements.
2. Methods
2.1. Overview
The MODIS Land Seienee Team GPP produet for 2001 
was evaluated at two sites, a nortbera hardwoods forest in 
the Nortbeastem United States and a boreal forest site in 
Nortbera Manitoba, Canada. The two sites in this study 
(Table 1) are part of a network o f nine sites (BigFoot, 2003) 
at wbieb a standard protoeol is being applied for validation 
o f  MODIS land eover, LAI, GPP, and NPP produets 
(Cohen, Maiersperger, Gower, Turner, & Running, 2003; 
Reieb, Turner, & Bolstad, 1999). The general approaeh was 
to ealibrate and validate a daily time step earbon eyele 
proeess model with field measurements, and ran the model 
eell by eell over a 25-m grid eovering an area of 25 km^. 
Model outputs o f daily GPP at the 25 m resolution (the 
BigFoot produet) were then aggregated spatially and tem­
porally to permit direet eomparisons with the MODIS 
produets that are produeed at a 1-km spatial resolution
Table 1
Site location and long term average climate variables
Site Location Precipitation
(cm)
Mean annual 
temperature (°C)
Hardwood lat: 42.53572 112 8.06
Forest Ion: -7 2 .1 7 1 9 9 7
Boreal lat: 55.88007 31 -  1.97
Forest Ion: -9 8 .4 8 1 3 9
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and an 8-day average temporal resolution (Running et al., 
2000). Model inputs ineluded land eover type and LAI as 
well as daily meteorologieal data.
2.2. Sites
The sites are 5 x 5 km, an area large enough to inelude 
multiple MODIS 1 km eells and minimize issues o f geo- 
loeation and representativeness. Eaeh site is approximately 
eentered on an eddy eovarianee flux tower that makes 
eontinuous measurements o f temperature, preeipitation, solar 
radiation, humidity and NEE o f earbon (Goulden et al., 
1996a). Within the 25 km^, 100 plots are established that 
sample most intensively around the flux tower and more 
randomly over the remainder of the area. Measiuements of 
LAI are made at all 100 plots and measiuement o f ANPP at 50 
o f the plots (Campbell, Burrows, Gower, & Cohen, 1999).
The northem hardwoods forest site (HARV) is at Har­
vard Forest, a eomponent o f the Long Term Eeologieal 
Researeh (LTER) network. Vegetation in the 25 km^ area is 
predominantly deeiduous broadleaf forest, with some ever­
green needleleaf eover intermixed. Besides forests, the land 
eover ineludes featiues sueh as small luban areas, a golf 
eourse, and wetlands. Soils in the area developed on glaeial 
till and signifieant areas of poorly drained swampland and 
marshland are present. The elimate is temperate, with warm 
humid summers.
The Harvard Forest eddy eovarianee flux tower is one of 
the longest running tower sites in the world, having begun 
nearly eontinuous operation in late 1991. Details o f the 
mierometeorologieal and flux measiuements are available in
various publieations (Barford et al., 2001; Goulden, 
Munger, Fan, Daube, & Wofsy, 1996b; Wofsy et al.,
1993) and the assoeiated mierometeorologieal and mass 
flux data used in this study are available on the Internet 
(AmeriFlux, 2003).
The boreal forest site (NOBS for Northem Old Blaek 
Spraee) was one o f six intensive researeh sites assoeiated 
with the Northem Study Area of the BOREAS projeet 
(Sellers, Hall et al., 1997). Nearly eontinuous meteorolog­
ieal observations and eddy eovarianee measurements of 
NEE have been made at the NOBS site sinee 1994 
(Goulden et al., 1997, 1998). Vegetation in the vieinity of 
the tower is predominately blaek spraee (Picea mariana), 
with areas o f  aspen (Populous tremuloides), jaek pine 
(Pinus banksias), and wetlands also present. Vegetation 
eover is generally indieative o f soil eharaeteristies, with 
areas o f jaek pine and aspen in well-drained areas, upland 
blaek spraee (blaek spraee/feathermoss [Pleurozium schre- 
heri]) in moderately drained areas, and open blaek spraee 
(blaek spraee/sphagnum [Spagnum sp.]) in poorly drained 
areas. Deep peat aeeumulation is assoeiated with wetlands 
(Harden, O ’Neill, Trambore, Veldhuis, & Stoeks, 1997; 
Trambore & Harden, 1997). Climatieally, the site is ehar- 
aeterized by a short ( =  140 day), vigorous, growing 
season and moderate year round preeipitation (Shewehuk,
1997).
2.3. Land cover and lea f area index
The land eover and seasonal maximum LAI data layers 
for model initialization were based on the BigFoot field
a) Hardwood Forest Site b) Boreal Forest Site
m
Conifer Forest 
Mixed Forest 
I I Hardwood Forest
I Savanna Wetiand
I Grassiand Other
1 2 Km
_________ I__________ I
Upiand Biack Spruce Forest | | Shrubiand
Open Biack Spruce Forest Wetiand
I I Hardwood Forest Other
Fig. 1. Land cover at the study sites: (a) Hardwood Forest site, (b) Boreal Forest site.
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measurements (Campbell et al., 1999; Gower et al., 1999) 
and imagery from the Landsat ETM+ sensor eolleeted 
during 2001 (Cohen et al., 2003). Land eover was mapped 
using a variety o f methods and mid growing season LAI 
was mapped with empirieal fits o f the LAI observations to 
speetral refleetanees at the plot loeations (Cohen et al., 
2003). The land eover elasses in Cohen et al. (2003) were
a) Hardwood Forest Site
in some eases to simplify model parameteriza­
tion (Fig. 1).
2.4. Meteorological data
The earbon eyele proeess model used for sealing GPP 
required daily values for minimum and maximum temper-
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Fig. 2. Meteorological data used in model simulations: (a) Flardwood Forest site, (b) Boreal Forest site.
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ature, precipitation, solar radiation, photosynthetically ac­
tive radiation, and vapor pressure defieit. For this study, 
half hourly observations from the flux towers (AmeriFlux, 
2003) were aggregated to the daily time step (Fig. 2). Gaps 
in the data assoeiated with instrument failiue were filled 
with measiuements at nearby meteorologieal stations. At 
HARV, there is signifieant topographic relief ( ~  200 m) 
and the daily values were interpolated to the 25 m eells to 
account for slope and aspect using the MTCLM (v4.3) 
model (Running, Nemani, & Hungerford, 1987). After the 
interpolation, total annual PAR varied from 2000 to 2300 
MJ m ^  ̂ year^  ̂ (Fig. 3). The daily time step meteorolog­
ieal data used in this study are available on the Internet 
(ORNL, 2003).
2.5. Process model application
The proeess model employed for sealing GPP was the 
Biome-BGC model (Kimball, Keyser, Running, & Saatehi, 
2000; Kimball, Running, & Saatehi, 1999; Kimball, 
Thornton, White, & Running, 1997; Running, 1994; 
Running & Hunt, 1993). A version similar to that used 
in this study has been applied and tested in temperate 
(Coops, Waring, Brown, & Running, 2001; Running,
1994) and boreal (Kimball et al., 1997, 1999) forests. 
The most recent published version o f Biome-BGC (Thom­
ton et al., 2002) was not used beeause it does not operate 
in a prescribed LAI mode, as was required for this 
application. Thus there is no model “ spin-up” and no 
separation into sunlit and shade lit foliage. The model uses
0 ? .
]  MJ m" yr'
Fig. 3. Spatial distribution o f  the 2001 annual solar radiation at the 
Hardwood Forest site.
a daily time step and simulates processes ineluding pho­
tosynthesis and plant respiration. The autotrophie respira­
tion algorithm in this version uses biomass nitrogen 
content and temperature (as in Thomton et al., 2002). 
The algorithm for net photosynthesis is based on the 
Farquhar bioehemieal model, and GPP is ealeulated as 
the sum o f net photosynthesis and daytime foliar respira­
tion. Biomass components inelude the foliage, live stem, 
live coarse roots, and fine roots.
Beeause o f the potential importance o f understory and 
ground eover vegetation layers in some eover types, the 
model was modified for this study to accommodate two 
vegetation layers within a eover type. Notably, the ground 
eover (ineluding bryophytes) in blaek spmee dominated 
eover types, ean contribute up to 40% o f NPP yet its 
eeophysiologieal eharaeteristies are quite different than 
those o f the canopy (Bisbee, Gower, & Norman, in press). 
PAR available for photosynthesis by the lower layer was 
PAR transmitted through the canopy, which in Biome-BGC 
is based on a simple Beer’s Law radiation transfer formu­
lation (Jarvis & Leverenz, 1983).
Parameterization o f the eeophysiologieal and allometrie 
variables for eaeh eover type, or vegetation layer within a 
eover type, was based on the literature review o f White, 
Thomton, Running, and Nemani (2000) and on earlier 
applications o f Biome-BGC and similar proeess models in 
these biomes (Frolking et al., 1996; Kimball et al., 1999, 
1997; Running, 1994). Biomass earbon pools were deter­
mined allometrieally by reference to the LAI (see below). 
Leaf earbon was derived from LAI by way o f the speeifie 
leaf area parameter, fine root and live stem earbon were set 
by a ratio to leaf earbon. Live stem earbon was based on a 
ratio to midsummer leaf earbon and live coarse root earbon 
was set as a fraetion o f live stem earbon.
In this application o f Biome-BGC, the LAI was compre­
hensively prescribed spatially and temporally. The seasonal 
maximum canopy LAI data layer was from the field 
measurements and ETM+ analysis previously described. 
For conifer elasses, LAI was held eonstant year round at 
the summer maximum value. For noneonifer eover elasses, 
a reference seasonal LAI trajectory was developed for eaeh 
eover class. A t NOBS, the leaf on and leaf off dates 
(Kimball et al., 1997) were used, with 30-day ramps for 
leaf growth and leaf drop. At HARV, observations o f above 
and below canopy PAR made at the flux tower were used 
with Beer’s Law to estimate daily canopy LAI (Tumer et al., 
2003). The reference LAI trajectory for eaeh class was then 
used as a template for that class, and at eaeh 25-m eell a 
unique seasonal LAI trajectory was created. This was 
aeeomplished in eaeh grid eell by determining the ratio of 
the template LAI to the observed LAI (from ETM+) at mid 
growing season and applying that ratio eaeh day to the 
relevant template LAI to get the full seasonal LAI trajectory 
for that grid eell. In the shrabland class, total LAI was 
partitioned to a shrab layer (50%) and a grass layer (50%). 
In the mixed forest class at HARV, the partitioning was 66%
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Table 2
Results o f  leaf carbon to nitrogen ratio (C/N) and fraction o f leaf N  in 
Rubisco (FLNR) calibration based on net primary production (NPP)
C/N
(ratio)
FLNR
(%)
N Mean NPP 
observations 
(gC  ̂
year^ *)
Mean NPP 
simulations 
(gC  ̂
year^ *)
RMSE 
(gC  ̂
year^ *)
Hardwood forest
Deciduous 24 0.14 28 679 667 129
Conifer 37 0.08 8 552 544 86
Mixed 18 0.11 7 637 625 152
Boreal forest
Upland Black 60 0.07 25 251 245 66
Spruce
Open Black 50 0.05 8 181 183 37
Spruce
to a hardwood overstory and 33% to a conifer understory. 
Ground eover LAI (ineluding bryophytes) was assumed to 
be 1.0 in the Upland and Open Blaek Spmee elasses at 
NOBS and was kept eonstant year round.
A model ealibration was performed to minimize bias 
relative to the BigFoot measurements o f aboveground net 
primary produetion (ANPP). The measiued ANPPs were 
first converted to total NPP using mid range estimates for 
the ratio o f belowground NPP to total NPP by eover class 
from Gower et al. (1999). The NPPs were then used to 
ealibrate two eeophysiologieal parameters in the Biome- 
BGC model—the leaf earbon to nitrogen ratio (leaf C/N) 
and the fraetion of leaf nitrogen as rabiseo (FLNR). These 
variables were used beeause NPP is the net effeet o f 
photosynthesis and autotrophie respiration; FLNR strongly 
infiuenees modeled photosynthesis whereas leaf C/N strong­
ly influenees modeled autotrophie respiration. The ealibra­
tion was performed by eover class for those eover elasses 
with >5 ANPP measurements. Only the overstory layer was 
calibrated in eases o f eover elasses with two vegetation 
layers. For eaeh eover class calibrated, the model was first 
ran with default leaf C/N and FLNR values at all measiue­
ment plot loeations (hence using prescribed LAIs), and the 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) determined. The same 
procedure was then repeated with eaeh combination of leaf
Tower
BigFoot14 -
12 -
■b
E
O3
Q.D.
O
0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Day of Year
14 -
O)
LL
RMSE = 1.10
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
MODIS
BigFoot14-
1 2 -
o>
0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Day of Year
14 -
10 -
D)
RMSE = 2.32
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Tower GPP (gC nrr̂  d" BigFoot GPP (gC rrr^ d"
Fig. 4. Gross primary production estimates from an eddy covariance flux 
tower and as modeled over the 1 km cell centered on the flux tower at the 
Hardwood Forest site: (a) time series, (b) one-to-one comparison.
Fig. 5. Gross primary production estimates from MODIS and BigFoot at the 
Hardwoods site. Values are means and standard deviations for the twenty- 
five 1 km^ cells in the BigFoot study area.
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Table 3
Annual gross primary production estimates for 2001
Flardwood forest Boreal forest
(gC m^  ̂ year^ *) (gC m^  ̂ year^ *)
Flux Tower 1639 812
BigFoot (25 km^) 1536 785
MODIS (25 W ) 1502 1065
C/N and FLNR over a prescribed range o f values, with 
inerements o f 0.01 for FLNR and 1 (HARV) or 5 (NOBS) 
for C/N. Ranges of potential leaf C/N and FLNR for the 
different eover elasses were determined from the literature 
(Aber, Reieh, & Goulden, 1996; Dang et al., 1997; Lavigne 
& Ryan, 1997; Middleton et al., 1997; White et al., 2000). 
The eombination with the lowest RMSE was selected for 
use in the spatial mode run. At NOBS, BigFoot ANPP 
measurements were made in the year 2000, so the ealibra­
tion model runs were made with flux tower meteorologieal 
data for 2000. At HARV the ANPP measurements and 
meteorologieal data for the ealibrations were from 2001.
The spatial mode run o f the model for the MODIS GPP 
eomparisons thus used a spatially and temporally varying 
LAI, a calibrated leaf C/N and FLNR, and a daily mete­
orologieal file based on flux tower measiuements. The 
model was run for one year at eaeh 25 m eell within the 
5 x 5  km areas.
For the purposes of corroborating the model GPP esti­
mates with observations at the flux tower, the 1600 daily 
values for the 1 km eell occupied by the flux tower were 
averaged for eaeh day and averaged over the multiple day 
bins assoeiated with tower-based GPP estimates (Barford et 
al., 2001; Goulden et al., 1997; Harvard, 2003). For eaeh bin 
period, a unique relationship o f nighttime NEE to air 
temperature is developed for used in predicting daytime 
Rg and hence GPP. The eomparisons o f tower-based and 
modeled GPP were evaluated in terms o f both the pheno- 
logieal pattems and the absolute magnitudes of GPP during 
different seasons.
The computer code for the BigFoot version o f Biome- 
BGC (in the C programming language) and the set of 
eeophysiologieal and allometrie parameters for all eover 
types and layers are available from the author upon request.
2.6. The MODIS GPP Product
MODIS products are available from the EROS Data 
Center (EDC, 2003). At the time o f this analysis, GPP 
was not part o f the standard suite o f products (it will be in 
the future, Heinseh, Reeves, & Bowker, 2003). Thus for this 
study the MODIS GPP/NPP algorithm was run indepen­
dently but using inputs o f land eover, FPAR, LAI, and 
elimate data from the standard MODIS data stream.
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The MODIS products are produeed in the Integerized 
Sinusoidal (ISIN) projection at the 8-day temporal resolution 
and an approximately 1 km spatial resolution. The BigFoot 
GPP analysis in this study is made in the Universal Trans­
verse Mercator (UTM) projection. To minimize artifacts 
assoeiated with reprojeeting the coarse resolution (1 km) 
MODIS eells to the fine resolution UTM projection, the 
modeled GPP data were reprojeeted to ISIN before spatial 
aggregation to the MODIS 1 km grid eells. MODIS GPPs 
were also transformed from 8-day sums to 8-day means, and 
units were converted from kg ha^  ̂ to gC m ^ The MODIS 
products have data quality flags and “best” values were used 
for all eomparisons. In two eases there were short gaps in the 
FPAR values because o f sensor malfunction, and these were 
filled by simple linear interpolation.
MODIS GPPs in this analysis reflect a small change in 
the MODIS GPP/NPP algorithm that was instituted in the 
October 2002 reprocessing. That change involved a new 
parameterization o f the VPD scalar (Running et al., 2000) 
such that a reduction in the scalar begins at a VPD of 650 Pa 
and it reaches a value o f 0 at a VPD o f 2500 Pa. Also note 
that the MODIS FPAR values are Collection 3.
As a follow-up to the direet comparison of MODIS and 
ground-based GPP, the speeifie components o f the MODIS 
GPP algorithm were eaeh examined. Meteorologieal data 
from DAO included ineident PAR, daily minimum temper­
ature, and VPD. These data for the DAO eell that included 
the flux tower were eompared with meteorologieal data 
from the flux tower. FPAR values used in the MODIS 
algorithm  were eom pared w ith FPAR values in the 
ground-based analysis that were derived from LAI. The 
conversion o f the ground-based LAIs to FPAR used a 
simple Beer’s Law approaeh (Jarvis & Leverez, 1983).
FPAR =  1 -  (e ( 1)
Where K  is the canopy light extinction eoeffieient, which is 
an eeophysiologieal parameter in Biome-BGC. The ground- 
based FPAR values were averaged to get 8-day mean values 
over eaeh 1 km^ that could be eompared direetly to the 
MODIS values.
The daily light use effieieney (Sg) values were also 
eompared. For the ground-based values, daily Sg was the 
modeled GPP divided by modeled APAR. A daily value was 
generated by averaging all eells over the 5 x 5  km area. For 
the MODIS £g a weighted average was used based on the 
proportion o f the different land eover types in the 5 x 5  km 
area (eaeh eover type has its own daily Sg).
3. Results
3.1. Hardwood forest (HARV) site
In the land eover elassifieation for the HARV site, 56% 
o f the land was deciduous broadleaf forest, 12% was
coniferous forest and 20% was mixed forest (Fig. la). 
Mid season maximum LAI had a mean value o f 4.9 (Cohen 
et al., 2003). The elimate in 2001 was relatively dry (85 cm 
vs. the 10-year average o f 112 cm). However, there was a 
corresponding increase in PAR (6% higher than the 10-year 
average).
The selected C/N and FLNR for the deciduous broadleaf 
class were 24 and 0.14 respectively and the assoeiated 
RMSE was 129 gC m ^  ̂year^ \  19% of the mean observed 
NPP (Table 2). RMSEs for the conifer and mixed clover 
elasses were 16% and 24% o f the respective mean NPP 
values. There was no appreciable bias between the simu­
lations and the observations for any o f the eover types. The 
comparison o f flux tower GPP with BigFoot GPP aggregat­
ed temporally over the same bin periods and spatially over 
the 1 km grid eell containing the flux tower (the approxi­
mate footprint) showed good agreement (Fig. 4) with an 
RMSE o f 1.1 gC m ^^ day^  ̂ (14% o f the mean). The
BigFoot GPP was consistently about 2 gC m 
higher towards the end o f the growing season.
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Fig. 7. Daily light use efficiency from MODIS and BigFoot. Values are 
means for the twenty-five 1 km ceils in the study area: (a) Flardwood 
Forest site, (b) Boreal Forest site.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of MODIS daily light use efficiency based on DAO 
meteorological data and flux tower meteorological data: (a) Hardwood 
Forest site, (b) Boreal Forest site.
The comparison o f mean MODIS GPP over the 25 km 
with the BigFoot GPP over that area showed the MODIS 
GPP with a high bias (i.e. MODIS>BigPoot) o f ~  4 gC 
m ^^ day^  ̂ in April and May, a low bias (2 -5  gC m ^^ 
day^ in June through August, and good agreement in 
September and October (Fig. 5). The comparison also 
showed an earlier initiation o f the growing season and a 
later cessation o f the growing season in the MODIS product. 
The total annual GPP averaged over the 25 km^ area was 
1502 gC m ^  ̂year^  ̂ for the MODIS product and 1536 gC 
m ^  ̂ year^  ̂ for the BigFoot product (Table 3). Variability 
among the twenty-five I-km^ cells was consistently greater 
in the BigFoot GPP (Fig. 5a).
Comparisons o f flux tower meteorological data with 
MODIS Data Assimilation Office (DAO) meteorological 
data showed generally good agreement for VPD and min­
imum temperature, whereas the DAO PAR had a high bias 
(Fig. 6a-e). The BigFoot Sg was usually higher and had 
higher variability than the MODIS Sg (Fig. 7a). The average 
BigFoot £g for the June to August period was 1.5 gC M J^ ^
eompared to 0.8 gC M J^ for MODIS. Running the 
MODIS GPP algorithm with flux tower meteorological data 
rather than DAO data did not have much effeet on Sg (Fig. 
8a). The FPAR from MODIS and BigFoot both showed 
seasonality and maximum values near 0.9 but the MODIS 
FPAR began inereasing earlier in the growing season and 
remained high in the later part of the year (Fig. 9a).
3.2. Boreal forest site (NOBS)
Land eover at the NOBS site (Fig. Ib) was predominant­
ly Upland Black Spruce (45%) and Open Black Spruce 
(25%). Small areas o f Deeiduous Broadleaf (6%), Shrubiand 
(12%), and Wetlands (9%) were also present. Mean LAI 
(canopy + ground eover) over the 5 x 5  km area was 4.1 
(Cohen et ah, 2003), with highest values in the Upland 
Black Spruce class. The elimate at the NOBS site in 2001 
closely approximated the 8-year average. Mean annual 
temperature was —0.26 °C eompared to the mean for the
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Fig. 9. Seasonal FPAR trajectories from MODIS and BigFoot. MODIS 
values are the means o f  all “best” estimates for each period. BigFoot 
values are means for all 25 I km cells: (a) Hardwood Forest site, (b) 
Boreal Forest site.
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previous 8 years of — 1.87 °C and total preeipitation was 
26.3 em eompared to 31.8 em for previous 8 years.
In the ealibration proeednre, the seleeted C/N and FLNR 
were similar for the two Blaek Spmee dominated elasses 
(Table 2). The RMSE after the ealibration was 27% o f the 
mean NPP for the Upland Blaek Spraee elass and 20% of 
the mean for the Open Blaek Spraee elass. There was little 
bias between simulations and observations in the mean 
NPPs. Tower-based and BigFoot GPPs showed good agree­
ment (Fig. 10) in terms of seasonality, however, there was a 
slight low bias in the BigFoot prodnet that was partienlarly 
apparent in May.
In the MODIS/BigFoot eomparison there was a eonsis- 
tent high bias (1 -3  gC m ^  ̂ day^ in the MODIS prodnet 
(Fig. 11), with annual GPP 36% higher than for the BigFoot 
prodnet (Table 3). The seasonal maximum value in both 
prodnets oeenrred late in June. The maximum for the 
MODIS prodnet was 11 gC m ^  ̂ day^ \  2 gC m^  ̂ day^  ̂
higher than the maximum BigFoot value and the tower 
values. There was good agreement with regard to the 
beginning and the end o f the growing season.
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Fig. 11. Gross primary production estimates from MODIS and BigFoot at 
the Boreal Forest site. Values are means and standard deviations for the 
twenty-five 1 km  ̂ cells in the BigFoot study area.
The site-average maximum daily Sg from MODIS was 
1.0 gC M J^  ̂ whereas the site average daily Sg from 
BigFoot was as high as 2.0 gC M J^  ̂ (Fig. 7b). The 
DAO daily Tmin values were similar to those measured 
at the flux tower but VPD showed a low bias at high values 
and PAR showed the same high bias as at the Hardwood 
Forest site (Fig. 6d-f). Substituting flux tower meteorolog­
ieal data for DAO values resulted in eonsistently lower Sg 
values beeause o f the higher VPDs (Fig. 8b). FPAR values 
were near 1.0 for both data sets during mid growing season 
with slightly lower values from BigFoot (Fig. 9b). The 
MODIS FPAR showed a distinet seasonality that was not 
found in the BigFoot FPAR trajeetory.
4. Discussion
4.1. Assessment o f  BigFoot GPP products
The BigFoot GPP sealing approaeh seeks to prodnee a 
well-doenmented series o f prodnets that take maximum
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advantage o f a wide array of ground and satellite measure­
ments. The BigFoot prodnets inelude GPP at a spatial and 
temporal resolution eompatible with the MODIS Land 
Seienee Team GPP prodnet. The earbon eyele proeess 
model (Biome-BGC) on wbieb the BigFoot GPP sealing 
approaeh is based uses observations o f land eover, LAI 
and meteorologieal parameters as inputs, measiuements of 
NPP for model ealibration, and measurements o f GPP for 
model validation.
Speeifieation o f land eover delivers information on the 
appropriate set o f eeophysiologieal eonstants, wbieb refleets 
eonsiderable previous researeh on these parameters for 
different plant funetional types (see White et al., 2000). 
The algorithms within the model that represent physiolog- 
ieal proeesses sueh as photosynthesis and respiration also 
refleet a large body o f field and laboratory eeophysiologieal 
researeh (Sellers, Diekinson et al., 1997). LAI is well 
reeognized as an important eontrol on GPP/NPP in boreal 
and temperate forests (Bonan, 1993; Woodward, 1987) and 
it is often preseribed in proeess model applieations (Hunt et 
al., 1996; Williams et al., 2001). Preseribing LAI spatially 
and temporally, as was done here, is a signifieant benefit 
over prognostie modeling o f LAI (e.g. Heimann et al.,
1998), wbieb has many limitations. The ealibration o f key 
model parameters with NPP observations serves to prevent a 
strong bias in modeled NPP. Lastly, the eomparisons of 
modeled and measured GPP over a eomplete growing 
season permits an evaluation o f model performanee in a 
speeifie environment.
A eentral assumption in the BigFoot sealing approaeh is 
that the benefits o f using the observational data are greater 
than the uneertainties in the observations and in related 
propagation o f uneertainty in the model. The uneertainties in 
the BigFoot land eover and spatial pattems in LAI are 
relatively small (Cohen et al., 2003) and seem unlikely to 
have a large impaet on overall GPP uneertainty. The 
temporal variation in LAI is more problematie beeause a 
more systematie seheme for monitoring the seasonal varia­
tion in LAI/FPAR is needed. Mierometeorologieal speeial- 
ists prodnee the meteorologieal data used to drive the model 
and thus quality assuranee is relatively high. Less than 20% 
o f the days at either site required filling in missing data with 
measurements from elsewhere. The effeetiveness o f the 
model itself has been doeumented to some degree with 
regard to NPP in boreal (Kimball et al., 2000, 1999, 1997) 
and temperate (Running, 1994) forests. The used o f binned 
GPP data at the tower makes it diffieult to elosely evaluate 
the effeetiveness o f modeled GPP responses to day-to-day 
variation in meteorology but the model output is elearly 
traeking most o f the oseillations during the growing season.
At the HARV site, the high bias at the end of the growing 
season (Fig. 4a) is probably related to a deerease in light use 
effieieney observed in the tower data (Tumer et al., 2003) 
that is not present in the model. The meehanism is possibly 
a retransloeation o f nitrogen from the foliage, wbieb is not 
speeified in the model. The BigFoot GPP prodnet also
misses a small pulse o f GPP early in the growing season 
that is assoeiated with the flush in vemal herbs (Braun, 
1950). The preseribed LAI frajeetory used to produee the 
BigFoot GPP produet is based on eanopy LAI and thus did 
not inelude this feature.
At the NOBS site, there is also good agreement in the 
short-term oseillations o f the binned GPP values. The model 
does well with the beginning and end o f the growing season 
beeause of the strong signal in the air temperature. The 
small low bias may refleet an error in the assumed ratio of 
belowground to aboveground produetion. That ratio is not 
well eonstrained by measurements (Gower et al., 1999) and 
if  it were inereased in the estimations o f NPP used in the 
ealibration, the ealibration proeednre would have seleeted a 
lower foliar C/N, with a eorresponding inerease in GPP.
With regard to the NPP and GPP measurements used in 
the ealibration and validation, it must be reeognized that 
they are not absolute referenee points. In prineipal NPP is 
simply the measurement of biomass produetion over the 
eourse o f a year, but in praetiee there are myriad diffieulties 
and great eumulative uneertainties (Clark et al., 2001; 
Gower et al., 2001). As noted, the uneertainty for below­
ground produetion was mueh greater than that for above­
ground produetion sinee only the latter was measured. 
Estimation o f GPP from eddy eovariation flux towers is 
also fraught with uneertainties, notably the estimation of 
eeosystem respiration (Goulden et al., 1996a; Tumer et al., 
2003). Nevertheless, the data in this analysis are the highest 
quality data available, and provide a set o f  intemally 
eonsistent eonstraints on model behavior.
The BigFoot FPAR values that were eompared to those 
used in the MODIS algorithm were eertainly radimentary at 
this point beeause o f the simplieity o f the Beer’s Law 
formulation used to eonvert LAI to FPAR. The simple 
formulation o f Beer’s Law was used to derive FPAR in this 
study beeause that is the FPAR algorithm in the Biome- 
BGC model, and here the modeled APAR was used in 
eombination with the modeled GPP to estimate Sg. Partie- 
ularly in the boreal forest, an equation relating LAI to FPAR 
that aeeounted for solar zenith angle and elumping faetors 
would have produeed more aeeurate estimates (Chen, Rieh, 
Gower, Norman, & Plummer, 1997). A 30-day ramp for 
leaf-on in the ease of the boreal hardwood forest eover type 
is also overly simplistie. BigFoot FPAR prodnets under 
development will be based on direet FPAR measurements 
using an array o f below eanopy PAR sensors.
The issue o f matehing the spatial seale o f the NPP 
observations and the BigFoot simulations must also be 
reeognized as a limitation in linking o f the two. The BigFoot 
observations o f NPP were made at approximately the seale 
o f the BigFoot grid eell, i.e. 1 NPP plot eovered approxi­
mately one 25 X 25 m grid eell. However, in using the NPP 
measurements for model ealibration, the model value eho- 
sen was simply the one with its eell eenter nearest to the 
eenter o f the NPP measurement plot. The plot eenters were 
loeated with a Global Positioning System instrument, nom­
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inally accurate to 0.5 m. The georegistration o f the satellite 
imagery upon whieh the BigFoot land eover and LAI 
estimates were based was on the order o f one 25-m eell. 
Thus there was undoubtedly some mismateh between the 
imagery and the ground measurements. Generally, the seale 
o f the heterogeneity at these sites was greater than 25 m, so 
these mismatebes were not large.
The mismateh between the aetual flux tower footprint 
(not speeifieally estimated in this study) and the 1 km^ 
footprint approximation used in the eomparisons to Big­
Foot GPP is also an issue. There are elear indieations in the 
flux tower data o f  different mean NEE values from 
different wind direetions and these differenees ean be 
related to differenees in vegetation (Goulden et al., 
1996b). The wind speed and direetion vary eontinuously, 
yet the Biome-BGC model used in the sealing has a daily 
time step. Thus the traeking of aetual footprint by simu­
lated footprint is quite limited. Nevertheless, eonsidering 
the obvious heterogeneity in land eover and LAI in the 
vieinity o f these towers, averaging the model outputs for 
the 1 km^ around the tower is still probably a signifieant 
improvement over eomparison to just one BigFoot 25 m 
grid eell simulation.
4.2. Assessment o f  MODIS GPP Products
Estimates o f GPP are among the highest order prodnets 
o f MODIS in that they rely upon other MODIS prodnets— 
land eover and FPAR— and on aeeurate values o f daily 
|PAR, temperature, and humidity from DAO. The produet 
also relies on the eorreet parameterization o f the light use 
effieieney for GPP (Running et al., 2000). This list o f inputs 
to the GPP algorithm suggests a great deal o f uneertainty in 
the MODIS GPP estimates, and emphasizes the importanee 
o f validation. Some o f the key features for evaluating the 
MODIS GPP prodnet are its aeeuraey with respeet to 
summer maximum values, the dates o f growth initiation 
and eessation, and the annual summed GPP.
The maximum MODIS GPP, averaged spatially over the 
25-km^ study area and temporally over 8-day periods, was 
11 gC m ^^ day^  ̂ at the HARV site and elose to 10 gC 
m ^^ day^  ̂ at the NOBS site. These maxima oeenrred 
near the summer solstiee when PAR was maximal (11-12 
MJ day^ )̂, FPAR was maximal (>0.9), and there were no 
eonstraints on Sg from Tmin and VPD. The maxima in the 
BigFoot GPP frajeetories oeenrred at about the same time 
o f year but were 20% lower at HARV and 20-40%  higher 
at NOBS.
The dominant faetors in the MODIS GPP algorithm that 
aeeounted for the differenees between MODIS and BigFoot 
in maximum GPP related more to |PA R  and Sg than to 
FPAR. The DAO |PA R  values tend to be higher that the 
BigFoot values, whieh eonfributed to the MODIS overesti­
mate o f maximum GPP at NOBS. However, the MODIS 
underestimate of the maximum GPP at HARV would be 
worse with use o f the BigFoot |PA R  data.
The MODIS Sg values, even under unstressed eonditions, 
were on average lower than BigFoot values. The strongest 
determinant o f that differenee was mueh higher values of Sg 
on overeast days in the BigFoot prodnet. Observations of 
GPP and APAR at the two flux towers show that Sg 
deereases signifieantly at the highest APARs (Tumer et 
al., 2003). Beeause the photosynthesis algorithm in the 
Biome-BGC model uses a standard asymptotie relationship 
o f photosynthesis to irradianee, this eeophysiologieal re­
sponse is built into the BigFoot sealing approaeh. The 
MODIS underestimate of maximum GPP at HARV is also 
related to the VPD sealar, whieh appears to be overly 
sensitive. The eurrent algorithm begins redueing Sg above 
VPD of 650 Pa (daytime average) but observations o f leaf 
level photosynthesis (Bassow & Bazzaz, 1998) and eanopy 
level GPP (Tumer et al., 2003) at HARV do not indieate 
sensitivity to VPDs< 1500 Pa.
Another limitation in the MODIS Sg values is an appar­
ent underestimation o f the maximum Sg. Observations at the 
flux towers suggest maximum Sg values on the order of 2 g 
C M J^  ̂ at NOBS and 3 g C M J^  ̂ at HARV (Tumer et al., 
2003). These eompare with the MODIS algorithm values of 
about 1.0 gC M J^  ̂ in these eover types. These values are 
eomparable to what is observed on days with high APAR at 
the flux towers (Tumer et al., 2003). However, on overeast 
days (APAR below about 6 MJ m ^  ̂ day^ )̂ the Sg 
inereases signifieantly.
Regarding the seasonality of GPP, the rapid inerease in the 
MODIS FPAR in early spring at HARV tended to drive an 
inerease in the MODIS GPP that was too rapid relative to the 
BigFoot (and flux tower) GPP inerease. The BigFoot FPAR, 
based on observations of PAR above and below the eanopy at 
the flux tower, lagged signifieantly behind the MODIS FPAR 
during greenup. At the end o f the growing season, MODIS 
GPP was maintained at a higher rate than is indieated by the 
BigFoot frajeetory. This effeet appears to be driven by the 
failure of the MODIS FPAR to deerease in Oetober, Novem­
ber and Deeember. At NOBS, the seasonality in GPP is 
tightly regulated by temperature, and the MODIS approaeh 
with its Tmin sealar sueeessfully eaptures it.
At NOBS, the MODIS annual GPP was 1065 gC m ^^ 
year^  ̂ eompared to 785 for the BigFoot produet. These 
eompare with 812 gC m ^  ̂year^  ̂ for the flux tower. At the 
HARV site there were offsetting errors at the middle and the 
ends o f the growing season so the MODIS GPP (1502 gC 
m ^^ year^ )̂ was more similar to the BigFoot (1536 gC 
m ^  ̂year^ )̂ and flux tower (1639 gC m ^  ̂year^ )̂ values.
4.3. Implications fo r  the MODIS GPP algorithm
The key eomponents of the MODIS Land Seienee Team 
GPP algorithm are the DAO elimate data, the MODIS 
FPAR, and the parameterization o f the light use effieieney 
look up table (Running et al., 2000). This study has revealed 
a variety o f  differenees between those eomponents as 
implemented in 2001 and the ground-based measurements.
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Because o f the eomprehensive archiving o f MODIS data, 
reprocessing o f data for speeifie algorithms will be possible 
at any time during the expected 5-year lifetime o f the sensor. 
Thus, it is worth eonsidering possibilities for improvements.
As far as the DAO data, there will always be limitations 
in the degree to whieh the General Circulation Model-based 
estimates agree with ground measurements at particular sites 
because o f the coarse seale o f the DAO model outputs 
( ~  100 km). The differenees found in this analysis are 
related to this mismateh in seale as well as possible 
limitations o f the DAO prodnet. The NOBS site is relatively 
flat over multiple DAO 1 ° eells, so the mismateh in seale 
would be expected to be less o f an issue. In any ease, more 
eomprehensive validations studies o f the DAO prodnet are 
being made and it is expected that improvements will be 
made with time.
The MODIS FPAR prodnet eaptnred the high mid grow­
ing season values at the HARV and NOBS sites, i.e. in both 
eases FPAR was near 0.8 or higher aeross most o f the 
landscape in the MODIS and BigFoot prodnets. Outside 
the growing season, there appears to be problems with high 
values at HARV and low values at NOBS. However, these 
have limited effects on the MODIS GPP prodnet because the 
PAR and the minimum temperature sealar are usually low in 
any ease. The MODIS FPAR has a strong spring green-np 
signal at the HARV site and it appears to achieve its summer 
maximum somewhat earlier than is indieated by the ground 
measurements. This causes a eorresponding overestimation 
o f GPP early in the growing season. The MODIS FPAR does 
not show the expected dramatic deerease observed late in the 
growing season at HARV, whieh also causes some overes­
timation o f GPP. Interestingly, the MODIS LAI prodnet does 
show the autumn leaf drop (Cohen et al., 2003), so perhaps 
the FPAR algorithm could be modified to eaptnre this same 
effeet.
The MODIS Sg parameterization is perhaps the most 
amenable of the algorithm’s eomponents to modification 
because it relies on a simple look-up table approaeh. The 
threshold and maximum for the VPD sealar have aheady 
been modified once. The original biome-speeifie Sg maxima 
and sealar parameterizations were based on model outputs 
rather than observations o f  Sg and there is signifieant 
potential for improvement now that an extensive global 
network o f eddy eovarianee flux towers is in place (Running 
et al., 1999). Observations at the HARV and NOBS flux 
towers suggest higher maximum values for Sg than are being 
used in the MODIS algorithm, and a fall off in Sg at high 
APAR values (Turner et al., 2003). As generalizations about 
£g become possible aeross multiple flux towers and multiple 
years in eaeh biome, new parameterization ean be imple­
mented in the MODIS algorithm. The possibility for remote 
sensing o f Sg using high speetral resolution sensors is also 
being investigated (Barton & North, 2001; Gamon, Penne- 
las, & Field, 1992).
Estimates o f GPP from MODIS satellite imagery are of 
interest from both a relative and an absolute perspective. For
the purposes o f assessing interannnal variation in GPP at a 
particular place, or globally, it is the differenee from year to 
year (i.e. the relative value) and its relationship to climatic 
variables and distnrbanee regimes that is most important. 
Even if  there are signifieant errors in the satellite-based GPP 
prodnet, changes in the annual sum from year to year provide 
useful information. However, to better understand the global 
earbon eyele it is desirable to eaptnre the absolute values of 
global GPP in any given year and the magnitude o f the 
differenees between years. Thus it will be important to 
continue improving the relevant algorithms and validating 
the prodnets with ground-based measurements and modeling.
5. Conclusions
The data stream provided by the MODIS sensor, and the 
assoeiated system for data processing and archiving, has 
initiated a new era in Earth observations and monitoring. 
The effort to validate MODIS-based prodnets with ground 
observations infrodnees many signifieant sealing issues; and 
for GPP, an approaeh based on a spatially distributed 
eeosystem proeess model provides a means to comprehen­
sively assess the prodnet as well as the algorithm. At a 
temperate zone hardwood forest site and a boreal conifer 
forest site, the MODIS GPP prodnet for 2001 showed the 
expected seasonality but analyses o f the eomponents o f the 
algorithm reveal a variety o f limitations. The parameteriza­
tion o f the light use effieieney eomponent o f the MODIS 
GPP algorithm is partienlarly amenable to improvement 
based on observations o f light use effieieney at eddy 
eovarianee flux towers.
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